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Let your creativity glow every moment.

Have your passion alive and light it up all the time.

For the independent who value their lifestyle,

G-MS, refined style and tough inside, 

will make your moment bright.

Keep Yourself Timeless.



G-MS with refined and stylish design adds a touch of practical to your daily look. 

Featuring G-SHOCK’s toughness, G-MS is highly durable and comfortable to wear. 

The essential functions of G-MS are perfect fit for both work and for leisure.

D E S I G N

Shock-resistant

100m water resistance

Solar-powered*1

High-brightness LED light*2

TECHNOLOGY

Structured to absorb and repel strong shocks such as 
dropping it accidentally or hitting it on something.

*1 : MSG-S500/S200 Series only.　*2 : MSG-S200/C100 Series only.

Protect the watch from a sudden weather change 
or work that might get the watch wet.

Solar charging system converts not only sunlight, but even 
from weak light sources such as fluorescent lamps, into power.

Ensures visibility in the dark.

Luxurious metal finishing 
The forged stainless-steel bezel 
with mirror finishing and hairline finishing.

Beautifully designed with three-dimensional 
sharp index and dial covered with pyramid cut.

3D face and index

A metal bezel is combined with 
lightweight resin case and band.

Metal composite design
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MSG-S500 SERIES

New MSG-S500 Series is created as a modern attractive watch 

that combined with the flat and sharp bezel, 

the pyramid cut of the hour markers, 

and the octagon shape of the crown.

Introducing
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— Solar Powered —— Solar Powered —

[MSG-S500/S500G/S500CD/S500CG] Shock-resistant, Solar powered, 100m water resistance

MSG-S500G-1A MSG-S500G-7A MSG-S500CG-1A MSG-S500CD-7AMSG-S500-7A
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[MSG-S200/S200G/S200DG] Shock-resistant, Tough Solar (Solar powered), 100m water resistance, 
World Time, 1/100-second stopwatch, Countdown timer, Daily alarm, LED light (Super Illuminator)

MSG-S200G-5A MSG-S200G-4A

M S G - S 2 0 0M S G - S 2 0 0

MSG-S200G-1A MSG-S200G-7A

MSG-S200DG-4A MSG-S200D-7A

MSG-S200-4A

— Solar Powered —— Solar Powered —
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MSG-C100G-1A MSG-C100G-7A

MSG-C100-2A MSG-C100-7A

[MSG-C100/C100G] Shock-resistant, 100m water resistance, World Time, 
1/100-second stopwatch, Countdown timer, 5 Daily alarms, LED light (Super Illuminator)
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